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By Amanda Jernigan

BIBLIOASIS, Canada, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. The
three sequences of Groundwork comprise a sophisticated reworking of European myth on the
order of Yeats s The Tower. The first is situated by an archaeological dig in modern-day Tunisia, the
second by the Garden of Eden, the third by the waters and islands of Homer s Odyssey. Together
they form a devastating critique of contemporary aesthetics. Few poets today are versed in the
archetypes that inform the European tradition, and even fewer can manipulate them with the grace
of Amanda Jernigan. With rivers of exquisite prosody and a panoramic intellectual scope, her
Groundwork has recharted the poetic landscape -- and by doing so, has changed it forever. PRAISE
FOR AMANDA JERNIGAN Amanda Jernigan possesses daunting formal skill .her lines have an
emotional intensity that is no less memorable for being understated. And she has a light,
perfecting touch. - David Orr, For years now, Amanda Jernigan s name has been traded between
poets like stories of mythical beast sightings; whispers of a poet who could arrive on the scene any
day to shame us all with her preternatural craft, heart, and mind. With Groundwork, Jernigan
arrives...
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ReviewsReviews

Completely one of the best publication I actually have ever study. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this written e publication. Your
daily life span will likely be change as soon as you total reading this publication.
-- Prof. Adolph Wisoky-- Prof. Adolph Wisoky

Absolutely essential study book. It normally is not going to charge excessive. I am delighted to inform you that this is basically the finest ebook we have
study during my very own lifestyle and can be he greatest publication for at any time.
-- Dr. Willis Paucek II-- Dr. Willis Paucek II
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